
2025 Menston Heritage Group

Minutes of meeting on  Monday 7th November 2022 at 7pm at Kirklands

Present:
Suzanne( SR),
Jon( JM) ,
Jill (JC) ,
Chris Steele (CS),
Lennox( LT),
Goodith (AGW) ,
Judith (JK),
Marilyn (MB)
Apologies from Dale, Hazel Goulden and Catherine.

1 Updates from group:
Dale’s archive.
Books, postcards, maps,newspapers.
JM to contact Caroline.browne@bradford.gov.uk to get her view on how best
to use this local archive material.
JM to look at the Burley archive set up.
JC willing for the room at the library to be used but agreement from Kirklands
Trust is needed - AGW to approach KT.
If room available, JC willing to clear the space.
JM to assess what storage capacity would be needed ie shelving; then move
the material to the room and proceed to catalogue it.
JM, LT, JK and AGW all willing to catalogue.
CS keen to digitise it.
AGW keen to have monthly updates from the archive available on the
Menston.org website - challenge how to keep this going.
In longer  term, might need an archive group that mans the resources.
Challenge of limited opening times was considered.

Trail idea
SR supplied information on artists - Dom Porritt, Anne Carr, The Art Club,
Sooty , Eric Knight.
JM - could include artists more generally. Include Kaiser Chiefs, Sam Riley
etc.
MB - use of QR codes around the village with links to film clips with music,
drama  explaining people and place etc   Possible time line to include cup
and ring stones, Romans and up to present day.
Filming - could be college students/ Prince Henry’s grammar school?. Also,
Roy Vickers on Bleach Mill lane - AGW to approach.

MB to supply the Climate Action Menston walking map, for all to mark on
where they think the places of interest are.
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2 “Their finest hour” - any take up for this? No at this time. No action.

3 Link with Menston Parish Council/room payment- agreed to be sub
committee of MPC for now.
£10 ph.

MB to follow up.

4 Offer of a visit from Shanaz Gulzar, Creative Director for Bradford 2025.



Monday 9th or 30th January to be offered.
Kirklands to be booked.
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5 Next meeting: Monday 9th January in Kirklands - MB to book room. MB


